
AOCL   Acronym Origin ConLang.
well it seems this is my new project.  AOCL pronounced [ayocel] is a semantic compaction constructed 
language or conlang inspired by youtube videos of manipulations of little spherical super magnets.  the 
acronym AOCL stands for "Acronym Origin ConLang" because the words are derived from acronyms.  
ayocel is a PSCL Phonetic Semantic Compaction Language pronounced [pecel] that represents ideas in 
single words for rapid communications and understanding.  like EAM on a boomer sub for Emergency 
Action Message a crew member saves time by saying she has an [ee-ay-em] on the ELF emergency low 
frequency band [ee-el-ef].  in ayocel EAM would be shortened a little more to [ee-am] and spelled eam.  
and ELF [ee-el-ef] would be shortened to [elf] .  the military has to pronounce every letter for greater 
certainty of delivering a correct message, but the emphasis in ayocel is easy short sounding phonetics.

and ayocel has a different purpose though you can use it how you want.  for fun games if this is your kind 
of fun.  or for creating short easy terms for better mental processing when thinking and writing.  i use it 
for physics research and theorizing.  this frees the mind a bit from old ideas for charting new pathways to 
understanding.  human language evolution has always done this throughout history to create new terms 
for new realities.  ayocel does it consciously where natural languages evolve somewhat chaotically, except 
for instance when a government agency needs a new acronym for a new department in gonernment.  
whoops there's a new term.   or when in the early days of the internet the term spam took on new 
meaning.  you may notice ayocel has a new meaning for the term spam.  
SPAMstandardplanckawaremagnetsspam.  though that term will likely not relate until i get around to 
writing up a new physics idea using that term.

on that note i no longer believe theories are theories so i made up an ayocel word for that idea:

ATAJTPalltheoriesarejustthoughtprocessesutojatep.  if my physics conversationers and i were discussing 
theories of the big bang or something and i wish to make that point i could just say utojatep.  or if i want 
to knock down a theory i think is too reliant on mathematics with little common sense physical reasoning i 
could blurt out MIACL [miacel] for MATH IS A CONLANG.  of course math is a conlang and can lie or tell 
the truth depending on how it is applied.  and that would be the point i was making without so many 
words.  and if i don't want to speak up in a pinhead meeting i could mantra miacel to myself to contain my 
frustration or tune them out until they're done reciting fancy numbers i think are bullshit.

i could also whisper an ayocel term for bullshit in church without risking offending anyone there.

i could say BS but they all know that one so i whisper bes to my wife next to me and if they heard it would 
think it is was a name but my wife would understand if she knows that ayocel term.

now i don't think deception is the best use of ayocel or any language but we live in the real world and 
good people also sometimes need to deceive.  we just try not to unless there is a just or necessary reason.  
boomer subs deceive all the time about where they really are.  mostly they just stay quiet and that is 
often a good idea in life.  so i will stop typing for now except to suggest you check out a science fiction 
story called CONTACT GAGARIN i started to expose some real potential for ayocel type languages.   a 
starship crew found an alien species who communicate using only one word at a time and then wait for a 
response in just one word.  in their culture using two words would bring the room to a hush.  maybe fox 
news should try that.  and CNN too.  they never use sentences because every idea in their civilization is 
encoded into a single word.  and they never argue.  go figure.  but they have extremely advanced 



technology and the visiting starship crew wonders how they got to that level without sentences.  and of 
course at first neither the crew nor the ship's linguist could make any sense of their language.  they 
seemed simple but were not.  so there will be surprizes for the gagarin crew.

so CONTACT GAGARIN.
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for the full developing ayocel concept dictionary called a conceptary click the link:

AOCL  CONCEPTARY.


